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UK Patent Application
First Filing
Understandably, we receive a lot of questions about how long it takes to get a patent in the UK and
when certain formalities are due. Below we discuss the process and outline a general timeline for a UK
patent application. If the timeline seems a bit long, there are some mechanisms which can be used to
speed up prosecution – please don’t hesitate to contact us for further information.
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For most of those inventing in the UK, a UK first

In brief, the search needs to be requested

so at filing. Substantive examination is the bulk
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filing is often the place to start. It has relatively

during the first year after filing your application

of patent prosecution in the UK and is where
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to grant is mostly dependant on how long it
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Once all of the matters arising during

takes for the IPO to examine your application

in the UK. If you don’t want the world to know

examination have been addressed, your

and how many rounds of correspondence it

about your invention, let your chosen attorney

application proceeds to grant. At this point you

takes for your application to reach an allowable

know at least a couple of months before the

can celebrate your successful application – you

state; however it is worth noting that the UK has

publication date so they can withdraw your

can now also exploit your monopoly against
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application and stop the application process

third-party infringers in the UK!

filing date or 12 months from issuance of the

altogether.
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grant.

application. Usually, there are at least a couple
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your attorney and the IPO to negotiate the best
allowable scope of protection for your invention.

Disclamer: This document is for general information only.
Its content is not a statement of the law on any subject and
does not constitute advice. Please contact Pure Ideas for
advice before taking any action in reliance on it.

By 6 months after publication (around 2
years from filing the application), substantive
examination needs to be requested if not done

If you want to know more, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
We will be happy to advise you.
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